Rest of this “session”

- Prepare for reception :-)  
- SEI/USC WG leads should use this time for pre-meetings, and perhaps alter/update starter question sets
Random ?s based on today’s talks

• Affect on/issues on the Govt funding/budgeting/POM processes?
• DoD5000 -- acceptance of anchor points
• Explaining these approaches to congress
• Writing spiral based contracts -- govt
• Managing spiral - why is it harder?
  • Mgt education - what needed?
• From Policy to the program offices....
• Convincing execs of the value
• What is the role of test? How affected?
WG/Room Allocation

- WG rooms
  - WG1 - Embassy
  - WG2 - club A (upstairs)
  - WG3 - club B (upstairs)
  - WG4 - alumni A (upstairs)
  - WG5 - alumni B (upstairs)
WG “Leadership” -2

• WG 4: Institutional Challenges
  • Fred Hansen, SEI (wjh@sei.cmu.edu)
  • Caroline Graettinger, SEI (cpg@sei.cmu.edu)
  • Don Reifer, USC (dreifer@sprintmail.com)

• WG 5: Process Issues
  • Bill Peterson, SEI (wcp@sei.cmu.edu)
  • Dan Port, USC (dport@sunset.usc.edu)
WG "Leadership" - 1

• **WG 1: Spiral Development/Evolutionary Acquisition**
  - David Carney, SEI (djc@sei.cmu.edu)
  - Winsor Brown, USC (awbrown@sunset.usc.edu)

• **WG 2: Integrating Software and Systems**
  - Eileen Forrester, SEI (ecf@sei.cmu.edu)
  - Elliott Axelband, USC (axelband@rcf.usc.edu)

• **WG 3: Changing Role of Requirements**
  - Pat Place, SEI (prp@sei.cmu.edu)
  - Paul Gruenbacher, USC (gruenbac@sunset.usc.edu)
WG/People Allocations

• WG corrections...
• Most all attendees assigned a WG
  - If not, see me, after reviewing WG abstracts and questions
• WGs each have ~13 people (+/- 2)
Wednesday PM - Breakout Group Re-baselining

John Foreman, SEI
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